Is your company at risk from
document-borne infection
transfer between customers?
Read on...

HIGH-TECH SURFACE PROTECTION

touchguard is a new
and effective surface
coating technology that
virtually eliminates the
risk of person-to-person
transfer of potentially fatal
infections such as MRSA and
E.coli through shared handling
of paper, card or board products.

Specify touchguard
anti-bacterial surface coating
for all your printed material
and kill up to 99.97%* of the
bugs that could bring your
business down.

If you operate a fast food outlet, tourist attraction,
cruise ship or are any other kind of retailer whose
customers handle printed material you provide,
touchguard can help you avoid the accidental
spread of ‘touch’-transferred infections - which could
also threaten the health of your business!
touchguard is applied during print finishing as a
component of a specially formulated varnish which
can be oil- or water-based. As such it adds only
fractions of pence per copy, keeping your print costs
as low as possible whilst potentially saving you
thousands of pounds in sickness compensation and
adverse media attention.
touchguard has been
independently laboratory
tested to required
specifications and has been
found to ensure better
than the 95% kill rate
required under JIS Z2801/
ISO22196:2007 for MRSA
and E.coli. Results showed
that when applied to printed
paper, card or board materials,
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Be safe don’t pass it on
touchguard killed 99.97% of MRSA and 95.82% of
E.coli bacteria resulting from human transfer of these
infections. Detailed results of laboratory tests are
available on request.
touchguard in no way replaces the need for careful
hand-washing and good personal hygiene in healthsensitive environments, but is an innovative new
tool in the fight against the spread of touchtransferred infections.
To find out more about touchguard antibacterial print surface coating, please
e-mail us at julian@touchguard.co.uk
or telephone 07540 619 169 and we will
be pleased to discuss and advise on your
particular print applications and infection
control requirements. (Patent Pending
(GB1007853.3).
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